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Abstract - Pattern matching algorithm often uses Deterministic finite automaton to represent interested patterns. Regular expression representation of patterns is expressive and compact. Memory requirement of Deterministic finite automata is an important factor in pattern matching algorithms. The method described in this paper reduces size of Aho-Corasick Deterministic finite automata which is generated from regular expressions and uses this compressed Deterministic finite automata in pattern matching process to speed up it. The compression approach uses bit reduction method which decreases the rules to only one rule for each state by representing all transitions to that state through single prefix.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern matching algorithms are very widely used in networking and security areas. Deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is often used to represent patterns in pattern matching algorithms. DFA is traversed during pattern matching process to check existence of pattern. Therefore, size of DFA is always an important issue in pattern matching algorithm which affects on speed of pattern matching process [1]. The Aho-Corasick is a very widely used algorithm for DFA construction and pattern matching [2]. The DFA is used in Aho-Corasick algorithm to represent interested patterns. At the time of pattern matching, the input text is verified symbol by symbol by traversing the DFA. The direct implementation of DFA stores a rule for each cases that is, one rule per every pair of a state and a symbol. This involves vast memory requirement [1]. Therefore it is important to reduce size of DFA so that it won’t result in vast memory requirement and more pattern matching time. This paper describes an approach for compression of DFA generated from regular expression to achieve memory efficient and faster pattern matching process. The compression approach decreases the rules of each state by representing all transitions to a particular state by a single prefix that captures a set of current states [1]. This approach has three main steps as DFA construction, DFA compression and Pattern matching. The DFA compression step compresses Aho-Corasick DFA using CompactDFA algorithm and produces compressed rules to store DFA. These compressed rules are later on used in pattern matching process. The remaining paper is organized as follows. Survey of literature of some of the existing compression techniques and various algorithms used till today are discussed in Section two. Section Three highlights the DFA compression approach in detail, and Section four presents partial results of DFA compression system on dataset. Concluding remarks and future work appear in Section five.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
DFA compressions approaches used till today are mainly contain techniques like decreasing number of transitions, number of states, alphabet sets and bits encoding the transitions. The \(D^2FA\) [3] and CD\(^2\)FA [4] approaches have decreased number of transitions of state. The \(D^2FA\) [3] is the Delayed Input DFA (\(D^2FA\)) technique, which reduced space requirements by reducing the number of distinct transitions between states by single default transition [3]. The CD\(^2\)FA [4] is used to boost the speed of \(D^2FA\) as by storing more information on the transitions edges. In Content Addressed Delayed Input DFA (CD\(^2\)FA), state numbers are replaced by content label to skip past default transitions.

The Hybrid DFA-NFA, HFA and XFA approaches have decreased number of states. The hybrid DFA-NFA [5] is state reduction solution. A hybrid DFA-NFA solution was combined the advantages of both automata DFA and NFA [5]. NFA was used for state explosion nodes and DFA was used for remaining nodes. A History-based Finite Automaton (H-FA) has stored the transition history and there by decreased the number of states. It has stored the history information in a history buffer which is a small and fast cache [6]. The other state reduction technique is extended character set (XFA) [7]. To eliminate conditional transitions it has used many automata transformations. XFA algorithm consists of one state per regular expression, which is very complex for difficult regular expressions.

The Delta finite automaton [8] is an alternative representation for DFA. The algorithm has trim down the number of states as well as transitions. This algorithm has stored only differences between most adjacent states which shares many common transitions [8]. The alphabet compression table approach [9] has converted the set of characters in an input alphabet set to a minor set of clustered characters that has the similar transitions for some states in the automaton. This approach has created a discrete alphabet compression table for every partition [9]. HEXA [10] is the History based Encoding, eXecution and Addressing (HEXA) approach. It has reduced the number of bits that represents every state and has used implicit information to reduce the information that must be stored explicitly [10]. In DFA, multiple paths leading to each node are stored in history [10]. This HEXA approach was applied on data structures used by Aho-Corasick algorithm and bit-split side of algorithm [11].

**III. DFA COMPRESSION APPROACH**

The DFA compression approach reduces the size of DFA generated from regular expression. The compression approach consists of three main steps: DFA construction from snort dataset [12], DFA compression and Pattern matching as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. DFA compression system for efficient pattern matching](image-url)
The Aho-Corasick algorithm [2] is used for DFA construction and pattern matching at initial stage. This DFA is generated from regular expression. First regular expression is converted into NFA [13] and then NFA is converted into DFA [14]. The Aho-Corasick state machine constructed for patterns set {EBC, EBBC, BA, BBA, BCD, CF} [1] is shown in Figure 2. In that state machine states $s_3, s_5, s_7, s_9, s_{11}, s_{13}$ are the final states of patterns EBC, EBBC, BA, BBA, BCD, and CF respectively.

3.2. DFA compression
The compression approach uses CompactDFA [1] algorithm to compress the DFA. This algorithm lessens the rule set to only one rule for each state. A single prefix is used to resolve all transitions to a particular state. A DFA is compressed by algorithm and then it is stored in to memory. In pattern matching process, this compressed DFA is used. The output of compression process is set of compressed rules for DFA. It stores the set of rules with current state field, symbol field and next state field [1]. A DFA compression algorithm works in three phases. DFA states are grouped in state grouping phase. Later on common suffix tree is constructed in common suffix tree construction phase and finally state and rule encoding phase produces compressed storage rules for DFA [1].

In the state grouping phase, a group of the states in DFA are created based on Common Suffix (CS) and Longest Common Suffix (LCS) parameters [1]. For every state in DFA, these two parameters are calculated. If there are more than one incoming transitions for a state, then common suffix parameter is a label of the state without its last symbol [1]. Otherwise, there is no common suffix parameter is calculated for that state. The longest common suffix for state is long length common suffix of a state to which state $s$ has an outgoing edge [1]. The state grouping stage takes DFA as input and produces set of CS and LCS as an output.

In the common suffix tree creation phase, common suffix tree is created and suffix rules are converted in to prefix rules. The nodes in common suffix tree are different LCS values called as set $L$. For every two values $l_1, l_2$ in set $L$, $l_1$ is an ancestor of $l_2$ if and only if $l_1$ is a suffix of $l_2$ [1].
Connecting nodes are added for every internal node. At the end, states are linked to one of the connecting nodes. The Common suffix tree stage takes set of CS and LCS and builds common suffix tree as an output. The common suffix tree [1] generated from DFA is shown in Figure 3.

In the state and rule encoding phase, there is a procedure of encoding of common suffix tree, states and rules. First code width is calculated which is a number of bits required to encode the common suffix tree. Then edges and nodes are encoded. At the end, using corresponding node in common suffix tree every state is encoded. The state and rule encoding algorithm [1] is used to produce compressed rules. This stage takes common suffix tree and produces compressed rule set for DFA. In pattern matching process, these compressed rules are used. The rules of compressed DFA [1] are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Rules of compressed DFA](image)

### 3.3 Pattern matching

The pattern matching process uses rules of compressed DFA on input data. In compressed set of rules, a state code can match multiple rules at a time. In that case rule with longest prefix match is selected [1]. For example, if input data contains “CF” string then pattern matching process start at roots node 0. At state 0 on input symbol ‘C’, current state field is any match and next state field is 12 from rule 12 in Figure 4. Therefore, transition to state 12 is taken and now 12 is the current state. Next, at state 12 with its code 01100 on input symbol ‘F’, rule 7 is matched. In rule 7, next state is which is the final state hence string “CF” is accepted by DFA. It concludes that given input text data has signatures of pattern of interests.

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate performance of compression approach, we used Snort virus data set [12]. We have tested the performance of uncompressed and compressed DFA with parameters as storage space of DFA in bytes on simple pattern data set without using regular expression. Table 1 shows partial results of an efficient DFA compression system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Patterns</th>
<th>Size of uncompressed DFA</th>
<th>Size of compressed DFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>20344 bytes</td>
<td>3368 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100652 bytes</td>
<td>9920 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>202556 bytes</td>
<td>11394 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. DFA Size Comparison between uncompressed DFA and compressed DFA on pattern dataset
CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

Storage space of deterministic finite automata and time required for pattern matching are important issues in pattern matching process. Traditional approach for storing deterministic finite automata required more memory space. It affects on time required for pattern matching. It is very important to reduce the storage space of deterministic finite automata to make pattern matching process fast. The approach described in this paper uses bit reduction method to compress Aho-Corasick deterministic finite automata generated from regular expression. All transitions to particular state are represented by single prefix using state grouping and common suffix tree methods. Compressed rule set are generated by state and rule encoding method. The pattern matching process traverses the compressed form of deterministic finite automata to check existence of patterns in the input data. As a future work, one may create and compress deterministic finite automata that can detect malicious code encoded in special characters for security purpose.
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